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Low Cost Infra Red 'X-ray Imaging - Part 2.
With the IR cut filter removed from the lens housing (see Part 1) the camera now records images
under daylight illumination as a mix of both visible spectrum wavelength and infra red – the
colours appearing to be 'washed out'. Sunlight as well as incandescent lighting is rich in infra red
wavelength light so is a suitable source for IR image illumination.
Macro Image Tests.
For a simple, single element plastic lens with small aperture, the performance in close up and
macro imaging – combined with the 5 Mp camera sensor - is surprisingly good. The following,
images of a postage stamp demonstrates the extreme close up range. The lens housing is screwed
into the lens module which allows manual focussing. The stamp measures overall (including
perforations) 25 mm x 32 mm. The images have all been taken with the camera hand held for
convenience with bright daylight illumination. A hand held camera is not to be recommended for
macro imaging work where a rigid, fixed camera support is necessary to avoid camera 'shake'.
However, the great advantage of digital imaging is that a large number of 'shots' of a subject may
be taken if necessary and only the best 'in focus' images saved – all quickly done for zero cost.
Another difficulty with extreme close up imaging is that the camera lens - being only a few
millimeters distance from the subject – makes illumination of the subject problematic. As it so
happens, the integrated electronic flash on this camera provides sufficient (IR rich) illumination
in extreme close up – the light of the flash being reflected and spread sideways to illuminate the
area under the lens. Also the 'speed' of the flash (around a thousandth of a second) helps to
'freeze' any camera movement. However, the flash is too overpowering to be used successfully in
anything other than extreme macro closeup.

The '2011' numbers on the stamp are about 0.3 mm in height. The camera resolution is sufficient
to reveal the little coloured dots that make up the printed image of the stamp.
The Infra Red Pass Filter
So far the camera has been modified to allow detection of both visible and infra red wavelength
light. The next step towards full IR imaging is to filter out the visible light wavelength
components. This is achieved by placing an IR 'pass' filter in front of the camera lens that blocks
most if not all of the visible wavelength light. High quality optical grade glass IR pass filters are
costly – ranging from about $100 to $800. However, a low cost option is to use the clear reddish
coloured piece found at the end of a roll of developed 35 mm colour film. A single layer works
well as do up to three layers of film, the latter sufficient to block all visible light. Another
alternative (but less satisfactory in my opinion) is to use the film from floppy discs.

Discs cut from the film may be glued directly on the front of the lens housing, over the lens or
inside the (now) removable plastic lens surround of the camera (see Part 1)

Test 1 – Reflected Infra Red Imaging.
This test is to evaluate the 'see through' capability of reflected IR images. A test piece was
prepared by gluing strips of paper and fabric over a printed card.

The test strips are:
A) Handmade paper – single layer.
B)
ditto
- double layer.
C) Heavy card 0.3 mm thick.
D) Patterned cotton fabric.
E) Black silk fabric.
F) Light card 0.16 mm thick.

It can be seen that under visible light conditions (bright daylight) the printed underlay is only
slightly visible through test strip A whereas, with an IR pass filter fitted to the camera, the
printed underlay is quite clearly visible through all of the test strips except for the heavy card
strip C where visibilty is only very faint.
A small improvement can be achieved by illuminating the subject with IR light from infra red
LED's (Light Emitting Diodes). Battery operated flashlights fitted with these special LED's can
be purchased for reasonable cost (and allow images to be recorded in dim light conditions or
total darkness if required).
The common LED flashlights now generally available are no good as a source of illumination for
IR imaging as they emit only visible spectrum light over a very narrow bandwidth of around
500 nm (unlike the good old fashioned flashlights fitted with incandescent bulbs that are suitable
– if one can find them these days).
Test 2 – Transmitted Infra Red Imaging.
As evident from Test 1, it is not possible, using low intensity IR rich light sources together with
this simple apparatus, to 'see through' anything much heavier than cardboard of around 0.3 mm
in thickness. Attempts to 'see through' instrument sound boards under reflected light conditions
failed to produce a positive result. However, if a subject is illuminated from behind with IR rich

lighting the modified camera is readily able to resolve the position of larger details (such as
sound board bracing) or finer detail (such as the text of a document inside a thick envelope).
For this test a miniature 'Krypton' incandescent flashlight bulb measuring only 3 mm in diameter
was wired up and powered by two rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries in series to provide the required
2.4 volts maximum. These tiny lamps produce negligible heat so are safe to use and are small
enough to pass through the rosettes of some lutes, vihuelas and baroque guitars or through an end
button hole if present. The intense localised IR light works best in a lute where the rounded back
helps to reflect the 'light' more uniformly than is possible with a flat backed instrument where,
however, the light source may be moved around to cover the sound board area.

In Conclusion
So there you have it. These brief experimental trials are only intended to illustrate some of the
potential applications of low cost infra red imaging as a research tool for luthiers – hopefully to
encourage others to experiment with the technique and perhaps to report back their experiences
in future pages of FoMRHI.

